EPILOGUE
The great    fHT^HE period with which this volume is concerned opens
changes in        I    witll ^ gra(iuai rccovery Of Western Christendom
European JL after a century of collapse and disaster. It closes
political with an event that resembles the " catastrophe " in a Greek
situation tragedy, producing not general disaster but a complete
reversal of fortunes. And it was followed by other " catas-
trophes"—in France, at Constantinople, in Spain—which
produced their reversals of fortune too, so that a new Europe
came into being in the thirteenth century, politically quite
unlike the Europe of the twelfth century. The major part
of the change occurred within the space of three years, and
was brought about by the deaths of two men; it would be
difficult to find a parallel in history for a change of this
magnitude arising from such comparatively trivial causes.
Effects of the The death of Henry VI marks the end of an epoch. All
Htenry0^! ^e elcments that ^c ^a^ bottled up so successfully were
(0) in Italy re^case<^ by his death; by their explosive force they shattered
his handiwork and cracked the foundations on which it had
been built* The Italian cities awoke, from their torpor and
threw off their chains; the Lombard League was re-formed,
and the Tuscan cities soon followed suit with a league of their
own. North and Central Italy were free, and so was the
Pope, who was now able to emerge from his enforced isolation.
Only in the Sicilian kingdom did the semblance of the former
government remain, for Constance could command the allegi-
ance of her father's subjects, acting as regent for her son,
and there was still the faithful Markward in arms to salve
what he could out of the wreckage, Even this was of short
duration, for Constance 8ied in 1198, Markward in 1202,
and the Pope was suzerain once more of South Italy and
Sicily and guardian of its young ruler, Frederick- The
recovery of the Papacy was as startling in its suddenness as
the collapse of the Empire. Only a few months after Henry
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